Edmodo PD Tools

Coaching tools that help make great teachers even better

When educators are successful, students are, too. Improve outcomes for all of your learners with Edmodo PD Tools, designed to help administrators:

- Fuel professional development and growth
- Create peer-based communities across schools
- Foster collaboration, mentoring, and best practices

Built into the world’s leading education platform, Edmodo PD Tools gives you a way to create, centralize, and manage a continuing education network across your schools.
Edmodo PD Tools helps you leverage the power of your existing educator network and develop their skill set through:

**Group Directories**
Give teachers more access to new resources and connections by bringing all the Edmodo Groups from all your schools together in one place.

**Professional Learning Communities**
Instantly create private, practice-based groups where teachers can get (or give) advice, share resources, and support one another’s successes.

**Pre-Installed PD Content**
Have an app that drives your development? Edmodo can install it for your members and grant automatic access to everyone from the start.

**Teacher Badges**
Motivate teachers and keep your PD efforts on track by recognizing and celebrating progress, then view and export completion to other systems.

**Customized Success Plans**
Personalize your PD setup to ensure your educators are successful with an Edmodo Account Manager who will help with onboarding, goals, and more.

Whether you’re conducting professional development across schools, grade levels, or subject areas, Edmodo PD Tools complements your existing infrastructure and helps you save on in-person training costs.